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The aim of the Earth Science Club of Northern Illinois is to promote an interest in the Earth Sciences.  In addition 
to the regular General Meeting, study group meetings are held monthly.  They are held by groups of ESCONI mem-
bers interested in the studies of Archaeology, Mineralogy, Micromounts, Paleontology, and the Lapidary Arts.  There 
are also study sessions for Junior members to help them learn more about the earth sciences.  From time to time 
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We welcome the attendance of all interested persons at any or all sessions.  The schedule is printed on the back 
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December 2006                 President’s Message 

 
 
 
There’s nothing like the cool, crisp air that settles in by December in the Midwest.  The chilled air not 
only brings great excitement to those who enjoy the winter season, but there are actually some of us 
who get “a little charge” from what may soon open up in our buckets of Mazon fossils as they begin 
another season of freezing and thawing “thanks to the cold.”  
 
 
ESCONI member Frank Pranschke was recently featured in Metro for his rare find of one of the larg-
est feldspar specimens to be displayed in the country.  At 21/2 tons, this 3’x3’x3’ mineral is one of the 
largest crystals ever mined!  Frank discovered it in an unused mine 250miles from Mt. Rushmore.  A 
claim needed to be staked to in order to take it out of the quarry owned by the U.S Bureau of Land 
Management.  Last summer six students were on hand to help Frank haul it away.  It took six days of 
power drilling and a liquid splitter to finally remove it.  It is on display at Northeastern University.          
 
The next ESCONI Field Trip is FIELD TRIP #8: Rob Sula special tour on December 9 at 1pm. ($8) 
SciTech Hands On Museum, 18 W. Benton St., Aurora, IL, 630-859-3434.   
 
 
NEW ESCONI PLANT BOOK:  Available soon.  Check the ESCONI website www.esconi.org for up-
dates. 
 
DECEMBER HOLIDAY PARTY: Join us on December 2nd from 12:30 to 4:30 pm at the Villa Nova 
Restaurant, 237 W. St. Charles Road, Villa Park, IL.  www.villanovabanquets.com .  The cost is $20 
per person and a $10 optional grab bag gift exchange is also planned.  RSVP by Nov. 25th to Eileen 
Mizerk (630) 289-7736.  You may mail checks made out to ESCONI to Eileen at 2094 Windward 
Lane, Hanover Park, IL 60133-6183.  Frank Murcurio will present on the Ancient Americas exhibition 
coming to the Field museum 
 
JANUARY GENERAL MEETING:  Join us as we welcome our special speaker Jodie Diegel who is a 
certified gemologist.  Check the ESCONI website www.esconi.org for updates. 
 
Jim Fairchild, President 
jimfairchild@comcast.net  
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E.S.C.O.N.I. Holiday Party 

December 2, 2006 

  

Villa Nova Restaurant 

237 W. St. Charles Road, Villa Park 

12:30 to 4:30 PM 
Virtual tour" of the Ancient Americas exhibition  

by Franck Mercurio, Exhibition Developer,  
The Field Museum 
  

MINERAL/MICRO-MOUNT 

December 9, 2006 

College of DuPage K-161 

7:30 P.M. 
  

Mineral Identification Contest 

Bring three minerals and four labels for the 
annual mineral identification contest with 
fabulous prizes.  Visitors are welcome.  
Refreshments will be served 

  

E.S.C.O.N.I. BOARD MEETING   

December 1, 2006        

College of DuPage Bldg. K, Rm 161 

7:30 P.M. 

  

  

Field Trips 

  

FIELD TRIP #8:  Rob Sula special tour 
on December 9 at 1pm. ($8) SciTech 
Hands On Museum, 18 W. Benton St., 
Aurora, IL. 
  
Check the web site for details or contact 
John Good at  630-483-2363 for confirma-
tion and reservations or e-mail at esconi-
trips@comcast.net 

 
 
Jean Reynolds, former ESCONI President and Newsletter Editor, died November 
17,2006 after a short illness caused by a fall.   

 
 
 
Jean Reynold’s Positions with 
ESCONI (1959-2006) 
 
1963-1967,Editor 
1968-1969,2nd-Vice-President 
1970-1971,1st Vice-President 
1972-1973,President 
1977-1980,Historian 
1981-2006,Editor 
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December, 2006 

 

Membership News 
 

Happy Holidays, friends!  Already, the last month of the year is upon us and while we’re all so busy, 
suddenly it will be over and we will begin a new year.  Remember to take time to enjoy family and 
friends during the holidays – sometimes we forget to take the time and we cheat ourselves of the 
pleasure. 
 
It will soon be time to send in your 2007 membership dues.  Think of it as giving yourself a holiday 
gift!  Our $15 annual fee is certainly worth the camaraderie of like-minded people as well as the very 
special benefit of being eligible to attend our club field trips.  A new benefit to members only is the 
opportunity to purchase a hard-cover edition of the new Mazon Creek Plant Book.  These books are 
available to ESCONI members only.  The soft-cover version is available to everyone. 
 
If you recall, in the July/August issue, our listing of members’ contact information was published.  
While creating this list of current members, I’ve noticed some missing information.   Please email to 
me any updates to your information.  If the address labels on your bulletins are correct, I don’t need 
that - I’m especially interested in email addresses and phone numbers.  I know many people now 
have email that they didn’t have when they became members – now is the time to help us keep our 
membership database up to date. 
 
Wishing you and yours a warm and wonderful holiday season. 
 

Eileen Mizerk, Membership 
(630) 289-7736 
emizerk@comcast.net 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cartoon found at www.nearingzero.net 
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ESCONI Board 2007 
 

 

NAME OFFICE 

Jim Fairchild President 

Jack Wittry 1st Vice-President 

Irene Broede 2nd Vice-President 

Karen Nordquist Recording Secretary 

William Vinikour Corresponding  Secretary 

John Good Treasurer 

Don Cronauer Publicity 

Jack Wittry Librarian 

 Curator 

Judy Dedina Historian 

Richard Rock Field Trip. 

Don Cronauer Editor 

Howard Svoboda Circulation 

John Good Past President. 

Eileen Mizerk Membership 

John Good Liaison Rep. (CGMA) 
 

Name Study Group/Activity 

Kathy Dedina Mineral-Micromount 

John Good Paleontology 

Floyd and Betsy Rogers Archaeology 

John Good Junior Group 

John Good Webmaster 

  

 Lapidary 

John Catalani will help Richard Rock with field trips. 
 

John Good needs help with the Junior Group, either on an individual meeting basis or to 
take over the group. 
 
John Good is President of CGMA (Chicagoland Gem and Mineral Association). 
 
The CGMA 31st Show will be Memorial Day Weekend 2007.  CGMA needs help with 
Ticket Sales for setup and during the show. 
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New Small Insular Mammal Found – Bubalus cebuensis 
 

 
This new dwarf buffalo is described by Darin 
Croft, John Flynn and current Field Museum cu-
rator of mammals Larry Heaney although the 
bones were first found by a local on the island of 
Cebu in the Philippines in 1958.  There were two 
teeth, two vertebrae, two upper arm bones, a 
foot bone and two hoof bones that finally caught 

the eye of a Chicago physician who brought them to the Field Museum.  Here they were found 
to belong to Bubalus cebuensis, which is the second dwarf species found in the Philippines.  
The first is found on the larger island of Mindoro and is the tamaraw (Bubalus mindorensis.  
The drawing shows the full sized water buffalo at 5 to 6 feet tall and 2,000 pounds, the 
tamaraw at 3 feet tall and 600 pounds and the new dwarf buffalo at 2.5 feet tall and 350 
pounds.  This is another case of a species getting smaller in a smaller environment.  It may 
have lived between 100,000 and 20,000 years ago although the dating is not definite.  (Croft et 
al in J. of Mammology) 
 

Dog Mummies Found in Peru Graveyard 
 

Archaeologists have found the bodies of 40 mummified 
dogs in a 1,000 year old pet cemetery south of Lima Peru.  
It was found while uncovering a human cemetery of the ag-
riculture Chinbaya culture that thrived from 950 to 1350 AD 
before the rise of the Inca culture.  They dogs were pre-
served by the desert sands and were found with treats for 
the afterlife.  Some were full grown and some were pup-
pies.  The dogs were often used in herding llamas and were 
prized for their ability.  (National Geographic News) 
 

Hawaiian Crickets Lose their Songs to Save Their 
Lives 

 
This is another of those modern stories that may give some insight into how things may have 
happened in the past.  The male field crickets in Hawaii have sung songs to attract mates for 
many generations.  They have used their wings the same way to generate their loud songs to 
ensure reproduction.  However, in 2001 researchers encountered silence and feared that the 
cricket population had plummeted.  Instead the crickets were still there – they were just silent.  
What they discovered was that the cricket song not  
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only attracted the female but also a newly arrived parasitic fly from North America that 
would deposit its eggs in the cricket’s body that would then kill its host.  The pressure 
from the parasitic fly triggered the rapid proliferation of males with a mutation of the 
wing formation they called ‘flatwing’.  This wing shape is like the female wing that is un-
able to create the loud male noise.  So now they had the advantage of not attracting the 
fly but they were also unable to attract the females.  How would they mate?  The scien-
tists theorized that they would hang around the loud males and then intercept the fe-
males that would be attracted while avoiding the flies.  But there is still the question of 
why would a female mate with a male that can not sing?  They are still studying this.  
The amazing thing was that in two years 90% of the cricket population was able to 
change such an apparently important feature.  (National Geographic News) 
 

A New Killer Sperm Whale from Italy – Zygophyseter 
 
An almost complete fossil of a large new whale has been reported from the Late Mio-
cene (8-10 MYA) in southern Italy.  It has large body size, large teeth in both the lower 
and upper jaws that suggest that it was an active predator of large prey, similar to the 
living killer whale (Orcinus orca)  It is named Zygophyseter varolai emphasizing the 
elongation of the zygomatic process of the squamosal and Physeter for the type genus 
of the family Physeteridae.  The species name is for the discoverer Angelo Varola.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Above is a drawing of the new whale in lateral view, showing the huge nasal area hous-
ing the spermaceti organ and the large jaws and teeth.  It is estimated at 6.5 to 7 me-
ters long (21-23 feet).  (Bianucci et al in Zool J of Linn Soc Vol. 148) 
 

Three Year Old Australopithicine from Ethiopia 
 

The cover girl of the September 21 Nature has been called 
“Lucy’s child” because she is a juvenile of the same species, 

Australopithecus afarensis.  It is unusual to find so complete a 
child of three years old and her young body must have been 

buried quickly in a small river channel near a lake.  Her skele-
ton was found in Dikika, Ethiopia, is dated to 3.3 MYA, and in-
cludes much of the skull and many parts of the axial skeleton, 
including a foot and knee.  Although the pelvis and lower back 
and parts of the limbs are missing, some of the very delicate 
parts such as the hyoid, knee caps and almost all of the teeth 
are found.  It has taken five years of careful preparation to re-
move these delicate bones from the rock.  These parts clearly 

indicate bipedal locomotion.  However, other parts of the skele-
ton including the gorilla-like scapula and long curved manual 

phalanges indicate a more arboreal life style.  So the body tells us A. afarensis may  
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have spent more time in the trees than on the ground.  The skull has the smaller chimp-
sized brain case, and large chewing teeth are primitive features as well as the ape-like hy-
oid bone How valid is the data from this fossil?  The date of 3.3 MYA is reliable based on 
argon-argon dating and the skull is similar to other specimens of this species which is 
known from about 3 MYA to 4 MYA.  The age of the infant is less secure and is based on 
the teeth with the best match being with the 3 year old chimpanzee.  This is just a guess at 
this time.  (Alemseged et al in Nature Vol. 443 9-21) 
 

An Olmec Slab May Have Oldest Writing in New World 

 
A stone block unearthed from Mexican gravel may show evidence of the earliest writing in 
the New World.  It has been named the “Cascajal block” and has been dated to 900 B.C., 
which is three centuries before other known systems of writing in the area.  The stone has 
62 glyphs or symbols on it including insects, ears of corn, and fish on serpentine the size of 
a legal pad.  It is 5 inches thick and weighs 26 pounds with a smooth face with a slightly 
concave surface.  This may mean that it had been written on many times and erased re-
peatedly.  The symbols are in horizontal patterns and in consistent reading orders and con-
form to reading expectations.  It was found near the capital of the Olmec civilization San 
Lorenzo in the state of Veracruz.  However, it was not excavated by archaeologists but was 
dug up by road builders.  It was found with pottery fragments and figurines in stone.  Gary 
Feinman of the Field Museum indicates that it would be helpful it they could find more sam-
ples of the writing.  (Martinez et al in Science) 
 

Strong Nasals of Tyrannosaurids Imply Cranial Strength 

 
This is yet another study on the skull of tyrannosaurid skulls, this one concentrating on their 
nasal bones which are fused and vaulted.  That braces the cranium against the high forces 
of feeding.  The high strength of the maxillary teeth of T. rex indicate that it could exert 
greater relative strength than other tyrannosauroids.  The fused nasals and the broad cra-
nia are consistent with the deep bites that impacted bone and the powerful lateral move-
ments of the head for dismembering prey.  This agrees with other studies done on the T. 
rex skull.  (Snively, Henderson et al in Acta Palaeontol Polonica 51 (3)) 
 

Mongolian Mummies Defrosting 

 
Some 2,000 years ago the fierce Scythian culture that occupied Central Asia struck fear 
into the hearts of the ancient Greeks and Persians.  They buried their dead warriors in the 
icy highlands using a distinctive type of embalming.  They removed the innards and filled 
the insides with sweet smelling grasses.  The dead were surrounded with goods and buried 
in the earth under stone mounds or kurgans.  Sometimes water seeped in after burial and 
froze preserving the remains with the permafrost below.  A team of archaeologists led by 
Hermann Parzinger, director of the German Archaeological Institute of Berlin, reports of the 
finding of a partially mummified remains of a warrior.  It was found in 2004 in northwestern 
Mongolia.  The body was surrounded by slain horses and was dressed in felt boots.  It has 
fantastical animal tattoos on his skin.  They are hoping to find more burials before the fast 
melting permafrost destroys the delicate remains.  (Curry in Science Vol. 313 8/25/06) 
 

Karen Nordquist,  Paleontology Study Group 
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Mazon Creek Open House Report 

The November 11, 2006 Mazon Creek Open House was 
very successful this year.  The location at the Lizzadro Mu-
seum in Elmhurst was a very special site with a display of 
some of its own very nice fossils on display.  Dorothy Asher 
was a gracious and helpful hostess for the day with about a 
hundred visitors visiting the exhibits, silent auction and talks 
during the day.  The Museum itself also has many wonderful 
exhibits of minerals and jade which were enjoyed by all. 
 
It was a special day for ESCONI because of the debut of our 
new fossil plant book “The Mazon Creek Fossil Flora” au-
thored by our own Jack Wittry, who was there to autograph 
the first copies available for sale.  The photo at left shows 
Jack with the book in front of the fossil that is on the book’s 
cover.  Jack also gave the first talk of the day at about 11:00 
in which he talked about the book and its contents – how the 
book was organized and what it covered.  It was very com-
prehensive and explained how every fossil pictured is from a 
museum collection, either the Smithsonian, the Illinois State 
Museum, the Field Museum or Harvard.  The only exception 
is the fossil on the cover that had been found by Don and 

Dorothy Auler.  The book covers all the flora from ferns to seeds and includes all the names 
that have been used to describe them over the years with the correct name that should be 
used now.  Jack worked hard for three years to put this all together and it now stands as the 
definitive book for Mazon Creek plant identification.  Congrats to Jack for this great accom-
plishment! 
 
The next talk at 1:00 in the afternoon was by Dave Dolak of Columbia University who has been 
working on a project to try to understand the formation of the concretions themselves.  Most of 
his work to date has involved the concretions at Mazon Creek and a site in the center of Michi-
gan, but he hopes to broaden his study to include other sites as well.  He has looked at the 
shapes and sizes and is setting up statistical tables to try to find answers that will explain the 
phenomena.  He hopes to know more in the coming years. 
 

The Latest News on Mazon Creek Shrimp or What I Missed 40 Years Ago 
 
The keynote speaker was Dr. Frederick Schram from the University of Washington (retired 
from the University of Amsterdam) and expert on crustaceans.  He was introduced by his friend 
Charles Shabica recently retired from Northeastern Illinois University.  The two of them had 
worked together at the University of Chicago some years ago when people were passionate 
about what they were doing.  Dr. Schram is now in the process of rewriting his PhD of 40 years 
ago.  He had it wrong back in 1966.  He did have some suspicions back then with those poor 
microscopes.  There are about  
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16 species of crustaceans from Mazon Creek, but now he will add 3 more.  Starting with 
Belotelson magister, he suspected he had dimorphism with two different sizes.  They 
look like lobsters but they don’t have claws on them.  He talked to others at the Museum 
and they glossed over it and so did he.  Then in the late 1980’s the Museum got a grant 
to review the fossils and then there were thousands of fossils and he realized that there 
were two genera of Belotelson and one of them had a large rostrum as long as the body 
and a different tail.  It was named Lobetelson.  For every 6 Belotelson there were 4 
Lobetelson.  There are three orders of Hoplocarids, two were found in Mazon Creek.  
Proto-mantis shrimps or stromatopods have jack-knife claws were probably scavengers 
and were not found in Mazon Creek, but were found in Bear Gulch.  Modern mantis 
shrimps have 8 color pigments in large eyes and large ballistic claws with the fastest 
strike among invertebrates.  They have a meral saddle (indentation) on the claw with 
tendons that store elastic energy.  This was developed by the Mid-Mesozoic as shown 
by Solnhofen fossils.  Tyranophantes therideon is the mantis shrimp from Mazon Creek 
with a reduced carapace as known in 1969.  In 2003, Jack Wittry showed him another 
specimen of it that was huge.  There is only one specimen and it is being published as 
Tyranophantes gigantion in 2007.  A review of the older specimens showed that there 
were specimens with many equal sized legs and other combinations before Tyrano-
phantes got it right.  Tyranophontes is the first modern mantis shrimp and a step to the 
modern mantis shrimp.  This will be in the Journal of Paleontology in 2007.  Kallidec-
thyes richardsoni is very common from Mazon Creek and has a related genus in Europe 
Crangopsis.  They both have a thick carapace, one is triangular (Mazon Creek) and one 

is trapezoidal.  On closer inspec-
tion, some specimens here did 
look more like Crangopsis.  
There look to be almost 50/50 
between the two. 
 
So, in conclusion, there are ac-
tually three more shrimp to be 
added to the list with the more 
careful inspection of the in-
creased number of fossil speci-
mens available today.  Luckily 
he was able to correct himself 
after 40 years, but he would pre-
fer that someone else review it 
again forty years from now as he 
would prefer to retire now. 

 
Tom Testa had a case with some of his treasures and talked with many about their fos-
sils. 
 
Among the Mazon Creek fossils on display were these wonderful Tully Monsters from 
the collection at Northeastern Illinois University pictured at left.  Other fossils were from 
the collection of Jim Fairchild and the collection of the Lizzadro Museum. 
 

Respectfully submitted, Karen Nordquist, Paleontology 
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Paleontology Study Group   October 21, 2006 

 

Chairman John Good called the meeting to order.  Karen Nordquist reported that Jean Reynolds 
was not doing well and is at Manor Care in Hinsdale.  She circulated a card for members to sign.  
John Good mentioned that ESCONI needs a Field Trip Chairman and a Curator and a First Vice 
President and a Junior Group Chairman.  Next week the Archaeology group will discuss Con-
stantine.  The Junior Group will talk about Mazon Creek.  The next General Meeting will have 
guest speaker Dr. Frederick Schram speaking on Mazon Creek shrimp.  He wrote the chapter on 
shrimp for the Richardson guide.  Dave Bergmann volunteered to do the November Paleo Pro-
gram on Drumheller with a video.  There will be no meeting in December and the January pro-
gram was not determined.  The Holiday Party will be December 2 at Villa Nova Restaurant. 
Rob Sula will again lead a tour of “Dinosaurios Argentinos” at SciTech in Aurora on December 9 
at 10:00 a.m. for those who missed the first tour. 
 
Jim Fairchild then announced that a limited number of our new plant book would be for sale at 
the Mazon Creek Open House on Saturday November 11 for $35.  Bulk copies of 5 or more will 
be available at $25 each.  There are some hard cover copies that will be sold to ESCONI mem-
bers only for $65. 
 

SHOW & TELL II 
 
John Catalani led off with his review of five field trips.  The first was an ESCONI trip to the St. 
Paul Quarry in Indiana where he found a sponge and one person found three trilobites.  The sec-
ond was an ESCONI trip to the Illinois Cement Quarry where he found a crinoid calyx, a little 
concretion with a shark tooth, a rare mollusk and a nautiloid.  The third one was to Lone Star 
where he found neosporifera all over and a nautiloid.  The genus is a new one that he has never 
found in over 35 years of collecting there.  The fourth trip was a Burpee trip to a quarry in north-
ern Illinois.  Here he found a large coiled nautiloid sticking out of the wall, but was able to get it 
out.  It has holdfasts on it.  The fifth trip was with MAPS to the Klein Quarry in Coralville Iowa.  
Here he also found a nautiloid in a large rock.  There were also trilobites and minerals in the De-
vonian quarry.  John had brought many of his fossil finds to the meeting to share with the mem-
bers. 
 
David Bergmann brought some fossils he had found in South Dakota back in the 1070’s.  He has 
just gotten them back from the preparatory and brought them in for us to see.  They are oreodont 
skulls. 
 
Karen Nordquist then showed photos of her recent dinosaur dig to Utah with Irene Broede and 
other volunteers from the Field Museum.  It was with the Prehistoric Museum of Eastern Utah in 
Price Utah.  However, the dig this year was near Green River Utah.  Their leader was John Bird.  
The photos showed the dig site in the Cedar Mountain Formation of the Jurassic.  They found 
over 100 bones in 3.5 days this trip, mostly of the therizinosaur, Falcarious utahensis.  This is an 
unusual dinosaur that is actually a theropod that is changing into a plant eater.  It had very long 
hand claws, although Falcarius had shorter claws as it was a basal form.  The only other therizi-
nosaurs found have been in China so far.  The photos showed some of the bones found and the 
trip after the dig to Moab and Arches Park. 
The meeting was adjourned and everyone talked about the fossils. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, Karen Nordquist 
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 MINERALOGY/MICROMOUNT  November 11, 2006 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 PM by Kathy Dedina.  
 
Programs for coming months were set:  December will be the traditional identification contest. The 
rules will be the same as usual: bring 3 specimens without labels and 4 labels. All minerals must be 
found in the Audubon Field Guide.  
 
January’s program will be a video, supplied by Dave Bergmann. 
 
Kathy Dedina announced that she had a letter from Dan Behnke saying that he had been elected to 
the Micromounters Hall of Fame, and would be inducted in October 2007 in Baltimore. 
 
This month’s program was on Northern Canada. 
Kathy Dedina spoke of diamond mining in Northern Canada. 
 
The geology of Northern Canada is similar to diamond-rich Russia and South Africa- ancient conti-
nental crusts or craters, with kimberlite pipes. Only about one in 300 kimberlite pipes have economic 
diamond potential, so a lot of exploration is needed. DeBeers explored in Canada in the 1960’s, but 
without success. A kimberlite pipe must yield 0.5 carats per ton to be economical. 2-4 carats per ton 
is considered very good. 
 
In the 1980’s Chuck Fipke and Steve Bleeson explored the area mentioned in a 1955 geological re-
port about kimberlite pipes found in the Lac de Grac area. They found indicators, but still had to trace 
back to the source, using studies in glaciation and melting patterns. In April 1990 they found the site 
of the Ekati mine. They realized that once the potential of this discovery became known, a claim 
staking frenzy would start. They staked their claims by dropping stakes and tags from a helicopter. 
After recording these claims, others soon followed. All in all, 50 million acres were staked, covering 
an area larger than Europe. The area is about 300km NE of Yellowknife, and 200 km south of the 
Arctic Circle. This area is covered by a solid layer of ice and snow for 8 months of the year. 
 
150 pipes were discovered, many covered by small lakes. The pipes are 52 million years old- younger 
than those in Russia and South Africa.  Most of the mines are open pit, but at least one underground 
mine is planned. The project is expected to last 25 years. 
 
DeBeers has since purchased some areas NE of the Ekati Mine that had been found by others. 

 
There are also 3 diamond mines that have gone into production in the Nunavut Territory this year. 
 
The diamonds from Canada appear to be in general higher in quality than those from other sources. 
Since most of the diamond mines in Canada are not owned by DeBeers, and have chosen to market 
their production themselves, this signals and end to DeBeers’ monopoly of the diamond market. 
 
The recovery process used by the Canadian mines is highly automated. As a result, it is almost im-
possible to get specimens of diamonds in matrix. Only two are known. 
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Jim Daly described some other significant mineral occurrences in Northern Canada: 
For the purposes of this discussion, we’ll consider “Northern Canada” to consist of the ter-
ritories of Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut. 
 
Nunavut, incidentally, was originally part of the Northwest Territories, but was separated 
recently as a separate territory. The Northwest Territories are Mackenzie in the south and 
Franklin in the north. 
 
The area we’re discussing is very large, and much of it is yet to be prospected for mineral 
resources. The number of localities and mineral species is already quite large, and can 
only increase in the future.Mindat.org lists 48 localities in the Yukon Territory, with 201 
mineral species, including 17 type localities. For the Northwest Territories there are 46 
localities and 175 species, 4 the type localities.  There are 9 localities in Nunavut, with 42 
species. There is no way we can discuss all of these in one meeting, so I’ve selected just 
5 localities to talk about:  
 
Pine Point, NWT 
Elsa, YT 
Port Radium, NWT 
Nanisivik, Nunavut 
Rapid Creek, YT 
 
 Pine Point is a lead-zinc deposit on the south shore of Great Slave Lake. It was mined as 
an open pit operation from 1964 to 1987. The operation was quite large, covering an area 
of 60X20 km. The Canadian government built what was then the only railroad in the North-
west Territories to serve the operation. The minerals are mainly calcite, dolomite, galena 
and sphalerite. The pits are now almost all flooded, and what specimen material is still ac-
cessible is badly weathered. 
 
 Elsa is a town located in the center of the Yukon Territory, east of Dawson. There are 5 
mines there, worked for silver. In addition to silver itself, the mines have produced nice 
specimens of polybasite and stephanite. 
 
Port Radium is located on the east shore of Great Bear Lake, NWT, 30 miles south of the 
Arctic Circle. It’s unusual in that it was worked for two different ores, silver and uranium. 
Some crystallized uraninite has been found, but it is mostly in a botrioidal form. The silver, 
however, is found in very nice dendritic groups. There were 5 mines in the area, operating 
from 1934 to 1982. They were the Eldorado, Echo Bay, Contact Lake El Bonanza and Bo-
nanza mines. 
 
The Nanisivik Mine is located on the northern end of Baffin Island in the Nunavut Territory, 
700 km north of the Arctic Circle. The mine has been in operation since 1976, and oper-
ates year-round. The ore is concentrated and stockpiled during the winter, since ore ships 
can only get there from July to November. Since the only facilities in the area are the prop-
erty of the mine, it is impossible to visit unless you are connected with the mine. George 
Robinson, now curator of the A.E. Seaman Museum at Michigan Tech, was permitted to 
collect in the mine when he was connected with the Canadian Museum of Nature in Ot-
tawa. His discussion of that collecting trip, given at the Copper Country Mineral Retreat 
this past summer, was very interesting. 
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The minerals from this mine are primarily pyrite, sphalerite, calcite, dolomite and, of 
course, ice. Marcasite was once present, but has all altered to pyrite. We’re all familiar 
with the marcasite epitactic on pyrite from Rensselaer, IN. Nanisivik has the opposite- 
pyrite epitactic on marcasite. 
 
The Rapid Creek and Big Fish River area is located in the northeastern-most part of the 
Yukon Territory, about 25 km south of the Beaufort Sea. Specimens from this area have 
been variously labeled “Rapid Creek”, “Big Fish River”, “Kulan Camp”, “Crosscut Creek”, 
“Lake Creek”, “Stoneman Camp”, Young’s Creek”, and “Grizzly Bear Creek”. Most of the 
geographical features in the area have no official names. 
 
Most of the minerals found here are phosphates. Many are in micro sizes, but some of 
the world’s best lazulite, wardite and arrojadite have come from this locality. The area 
has never been mined, and most collecting was between 1969 and 1978. You not only 
can’t get there from here, but you may not. In 1978 the Canadian government made it 
illegal for unauthorized persons to even visit the area. 
 
Overall, there have been 70 species identified from this area, plus 6 unknowns. The 
area is the type locality for 10 of these species. Some of the minerals are arrojadite, 
augelite, baricite, brazilianite, childrenite, fluorapatite, gorciexite, kulanite, lazulite, lud-
lamite, souzalite, vivianite and wardite. 
 
Finally, two specimens that I have no detailed information on. Arcedeckne Island in the 
Peel Sound off the Boothia Peninsula is the type locality for Harrisonite. The Lapie 
River, Yukon Territory is the type locality for lapietite. 
 
 Sheila Bergmann described localities for gold in Canada: 
All four mining districts in the Yukon Territory have gold. Most is found in placer depos-
its: rivers, streams, etc.  
 
There is a gold mine in Yellowknife, NWT, the Con-Miramar Mine. 
 
No gold is reported from Ontario or New Brunswick. 
 
Three placer deposits are listed in Quebec. 
 
Nova Scotia has 5 localities: Bras d’Or Lake on Cape Breton Island, Windsor, Yarmouth, 
Lunenburg and Musquodoboit-Moose River. 
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Submitted by Eileen Mizerk 

Stone Age Twins Discovered Buried Under Mammoth's Shoulder Blade 
 

Researchers have unearthed the graves of three Stone Age infants that may ultimately bear on 
the question of whether humans interbred with Neandertals. The rare find, from a 27,000-year-
old site in Austria, includes two bodies that might be twins sheltered under a mammoth's shoul-
der blade  
 
The team discovered the skeletons in two separate burial 
pits: One uncovered last year contained two infants side by 
side--twins, apparently. A second pit containing a single body 
was found this year about a meter from the first pit. The twins 
had been protected from the elements by the mammoth bone 
and were very well preserved, says team member Christine 
Neugebauer-Maresch of the Prehistoric Commission of the 
Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna. An incisor from one 
of the pair indicates they died at nine or ten months of age, 
the group reports in the November 16 Nature. Before this, 
"there were no graves of newborns at all," Neugebauer-M 
Numerous traces of burial practice survived. All of the infant 
remains were covered in red pigment, and more than 30 ivory 
beads lay near the pelvis of one of the presumed twins. The 
lone skeleton contained an ivory pin, which may have held 
shut a leather or fur wrapping, Neugebauer-Maresch says.  
The excavators found the remains in an 18-square-meter site 
in lower Austria, near where the river Krems meets the Da-
nube. The location contains a well preserved earthen floor 
and other artifacts characteristic of so-called Gravettian cul-
ture, including a fired piece of clay bearing a human finger-
print.       
The infant burials were similar to those for Gravettian adults, whose remains often include 

mammoth bones and jewelry, says anthropologist Olga Soffer 
of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. "What is un-
usual is the extreme youth of these," she says. "Dead kids are 
few and far between, and the younger you get the fewer there 
are." The effort taken to bury and decorate the remains implies 
the infants or their families were held in high esteem, she notes.  
Studying the Austrian infants or any DNA extracted from them 
may contribute to the debate over whether or not humans and 
Neandertals exchanged DNA, Soffer says. In recent weeks re-
searchers have presented evidence that humans and Neander-
tals interbred when humans left Africa 30,000-40,000 years 
ago. Human skeletons found in Romania seem to show certain 
Neandertal traits, for example. The new remains could be ex-

amined for similar features, Soffer observes. "It will always 
be a little problematic because they're not mature, but it will 
be an important point of reference," she says. "There's lots 

and lots of exciting potential here." --JR Minkel  
 
Article dated Nov 15, 2006  written by JR Minkel for SCIENTIFICAMERICAN.COM  

ARCHAEOLOGY NEWS 

BURIED TOGETHER:  Re-
searchers uncovered two burial 
sites in Austria that contain 
Stone Age newborns. At one 
site, two bodies that might be 
twins were buried together in 
red pigment.  

Image: Natural History Museum Vienna, 

Department of Anthropology 
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                         King Tut Exhibit:  Don’t Want to Miss It 
 
he Canadian Museum of Civilization provides a good source of information on King Tut as well 
as beautiful pictures on some of the 3000+ artifacts found in his tomb. 
 
http://www.civilization.ca/civil/egypt/egtut01e.html 
 
Tutankhamun (toot angka men) was a king of ancient Egypt of the XVIII dynasty. 
 
The tomb of Tutankhamen was found in 1922 almost intact by Howard Carter and the earl of 
Carnarvon in the Valley of the Tombs near Luxor.  Its great wealth of objects afforded a new 
store of knowledge on Egyptian sculpture and life of the XVIII dynasty. 
 
In historical terms, Tutankhamun is of only moderate significance and most of his modern 
popularity stems from the fact that his tomb in the Valley of the Kings was discovered almost 
completely intact. His tomb is among the best preserved and his image and associated arti-
facts the most exhibited. 
 
The splendors of Tutankhamun’s tomb are among the most traveled artifacts in the world. They 
have been to many countries, but probably the best known exhibition tour, attended by more 
than 8 million people in the United States alone, was Treasures of Tutankhamun, organized by 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art from November 1976 through March 15, 1977. 
 
The body was originally inspected by Howard Carter’s team in the early 1920’s, though they 
were primarily interested in recovering the jewelry and amulets from the body. To remove the 
objects from the body, which in many cases were stuck fast by the hardening embalming res-
ins used, Carter’s team cut up the mummy into various piece: the arms and legs were de-
tached, the torso cut in half and the head severed. Hot knives were used to pry it from the 
golden mask to which it was cemented by resin. 
 
The 2005 conclusion by a team of Egyptian scientists, based on CT scan findings, confirmed 
that Tutankhamun died of a swift attack of gangrene after breaking his leg. After consultations 
with Italian and Swiss experts, the Egyptian scientists found that the fracture in Tutankhamun’s 
left leg most likely occurred only days before his death, which had then become gangrenous 
and led directly to his death. The most likely reason could be injuries from a chariot accident. 
 
 
The following web-site provides general information about the King Tut exhibit 
 
http://www.kingtut.org/home 
 
At the bottom of the main page, there is a site map identified in the orange area. Click on the 
site map for easier navigation. 
 
The Exhibition Preview contains an introduction and colorful slide for each of the 11 galleries in 
the exhibit. 
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The Story of King Tut provides information on 
The Discovery 
The Curse 
Who he was 
The Mummy 
The Death and Burial Process 
 
 
On the main page of the website for the Field Museum, you can select Purchase Your Tickets 
Now   http://www.fieldmuseum.org 
 
Ticket Price for Golden or Platinum Pass which includes admission into the Museum, entry into 
the King Tut exhibit and Audio Guide: 
 
Adult - $34 
Children 4-11 - $23 
 
There are also museum days with extended hours where entry to the King Tut exhibit can be 
as late as 7PM. Check the web-site noted above for specific dates. 
 
Over 800,000 tickets have been sold for the Chicago exhibit 
 
What will you see? 
 
Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs includes more than 130 priceless treas-
ures from the tomb of Tutankhamun and other royal tombs, all between 3,000 and 3,500 years 
old. Only a few of these artifacts were seen in the 1977 King Tut exhibition, and many have 
never before left Egypt. Among the outstanding pieces are the golden diadem that circled 
Tutankhamun's head in life and death; a miniature coffin that held his mummified liver; his 
child-size chair and footrest; gorgeous statues in gilded wood depicting the boy king as ruler of 
Upper and Lower Egypt; model boats meant to ferry the king in the afterlife; the head of a co-
lossal statue of Tutankhamun's father, Akhenaten; and a magnificent golden sarcophagus from 
the tomb of Yuya and Tjuya, Tutankhamun's great grandparents. Also included are recent CT 
images of Tutankhamun's mummy, and a new forensic reconstruction of the boy king. 
 
The current exhibit is marketed around Tutankhamun, but more than half the artifacts are from 
reigns of Tutankhamun’s immediate predecessors in the 18th dynasty. Also, the advertising for 
the exhibit centers on an image in gold of the face of Tutankhamun, strongly reminiscent of his 
famous death mask which is not part of the exhibit. In reality, the image is a close-up photo-
graph of a miniature coffin which held the king’s liver. 
 
  Submitted by Bryan Nugent, ESCONI Archaeology 
 
                                           Upcoming Archaeology Programs 
 
January 2007 - Show and Tell on Mining Archaeology and Minerals Related to it 
February 2007 - Monument Valley, Arizona 
March  2007- Flint Knapping by Floyd Rogers along with Show and Tell on Arizona Artifacts: 
Bring in your  Arrow Heads for discussion 
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BOARD MEETING      JUNE 2, 2006 
 

President Jim Fairchild called the meeting to order.  The minutes of the April 28, 2006 meeting 
were presented by Recording Secretary Karen Nordquist  and were approved as read.  Corre-
sponding Secretary Bill Vinikour will send our club information to the Naperville library on their 
standard form as usual.  Librarian Jack Wittry mentioned that it cost $13.00 to archive every 
two years of our Bulletin and we have 15 years of the Bulletin to archive.  So it would cost 
about $100 to archive our backlog.  Howard Svoboda motioned that we archive the backlog of 
our Bulletin and the Board passed the motion.  2nd Vice President Irene Broede reported that 
all September meetings were reserved and the 2007 Show was reserved.  In July she will  re-
serve October and November meetings.  There will be no Flea Market this year.  Circulation 
Chair Howard Svoboda reported that the May Bulletin went out on the 25th.  Historian Judy 
Dedina had nothing to report.  Editor Jean Reynolds had nothing to report.  Field Trip Chair-
man Randy Bultman had nothing to report.  Treasurer John Good presented the Treasurer’s 
Report and it was accepted.  He also reported that the ChicagoLand Show had been good and 
that Frank Pranschke was doing OK. 
 
Under New Business, Judy Dedina suggested that the club might look into getting a club 
pointer for speakers.  Jack Wittry will look into it.  It was also suggested that we look into a 
speaker system.  Randy Bultman also mentioned that our insurance was due and questioned 
whether we wanted to consider the possibility of the coverage under the Federation.  After 
some discussion it was decided to go with the current coverage with the increase and to dis-
cuss the Midwest Federation at length at a later time.  John Good will research Federation 
membership.  John also mentioned the safety training needed for trips with the Minnesota 
Group with John McArdle.  It is a 2 hour program.  Karen Nordquist mentioned that she is 
working with the Field Museum on a possible project that would involve ESCONI on a masto-
don dig project in the future.  It would involve classes at the Museum and then hands on at the 
dig site.  More details will come in the future as the project develops. 
 
Under Old Business, Jack Wittry discussed developments on the publication of the new Mazon 
Creek Plant Book.  The publisher in Pennsylvania still looks like the best one and we are look-
ing at 3,000 books with a possible mix of 2500 soft and 500 hard cover.  Jim proposed to set 
up a committee headed by Karen Nordquist to establish the details and see the process 
through including financing.  It would involve setting up a separate bank account allowing indi-
vidual ESCONI members to participate by buying shares at $100 each that would be repaid in 
full when the books were sold.  There would be some up front expenses that Jack would need 
to spend to prepare the manuscript.  A motion was made to authorize Jack Wittry to spend up 
to $250 preproduction expenses for the book and it passed. 
 
The meeting was then adjourned 
 

Respectfully submitted, Karen Nordquist, Recording Secretary 
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Board Meeting      August 25,2006 
 
The meeting was called to order by President Jim Fairchild.  Second Vice President 
Irene Broede reported that room K-161 has been reserved for all of the October and November 
meetings.  We do not have a contract for the March Show because COD plans to increase the 
rental rate next year, but our dates have been reserved.  Jim announced that the speaker for 
September 8th will be Jim Holstein from the Filed Museum.  Librarian Jack Wittry reported that 
10 years of ESCONI bulletins have been bound.  Editor, Jean Reynolds, reported that the Sep-
tember Bulletin was out, and Howard picked them up on Tuesday.  Jean explained that Olive 
Knight passed away and she was the last charter member of ESCONI.  She was 97 and living 
in a nursing home in Arkansas. Membership chairman Eileen Mizerk reported that she typed 
228 labels for the September mailing.  Jim Fairchild received a phone call from Don Brazda, 
who recommended John Good for an honorary membership in ESCONI.  Jim asked Judy 
Dedina to look up John’s history on the ESCONI Board.  Judy will look up the By-Laws 
for the procedure on nominating a person for honorary membership.  Karen Nordquist and 
Irene Broede were also recommended for honorary membership.   
 
Jim announced that the Mazon Creek Open House will be on November 11 at the  
Lizzadro Museum.  Dr. Frederich Schram is a possible speaker.  Dr. Schram may be  
the speaker for the November 10 ESCONI meeting also.  He lives in Seattle and Jim sug-
gested that we help offset his travel expenses.  Jack Wittry made a motion that ESCONI help 
the Mazon Creek Project for the travel expenses of the speaker.  The motion passed.  Jack will 
introduce the new Mazon Creek Plant book at the Open House.  Jack and Tom Testa will be 
identifying Mazon Creek fossils.  Dave Dolak is a possible speaker also.  Jim announced that 
Frank Pranschke is home now after months in a convalescent home.  Circulation Chairman 
Howard Svoboda reported that the September Bulletin went out on August 23.  ESCONI Asso-
ciates opened a checking account at the Chase Bank in June.  A number of shares have been 
purchased.   
 
Jack Wittry reported that the copy write editor has gone through the new book and it is fin-
ished.  The printer had another option - to print the book in Hong Kong.  The company outside 
of Pittsburg has a problem with color printing.  By having the work done in Hong Kong it will 
cost less and there is free shipping.  They will need half of the money in advance and we need 
to purchase 2 ISBN numbers.  The man Jack is dealing with is Phil Nanzetta of Signature Book 
Printing in Gaithersburg, Maryland.  The board approved the purchase of three color illustra-
tions from the Field Museum for the new book.  They are a tree fern, a seed fern, and a recon-
struction of a Carboniferous forest.   
 
Eileen Mizerk suggested that we have a speaker on the Tut exhibit for the October meeting.   
 
Members absent: Karen Nordquist, John Good, Don Cronauer, and Randall Bultman.   
The meeting was adjourned by Jim Fairchild.   
 
(Thanks to Irene Broede) 
 

Respectfully submitted, Karen Nordquist, Recording Secretary 
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2006 ESCONI CALENDAR 

Revised 12/2/05 

GROUP 
  

GENR’L 
MGTS. 

MICRO 
Mineral 

PALEO 
  

ARCH 
  

BOARD 
  

JUNIOR 
  

January 
  

13 14 21 28 27 13 

February 
  

10 11 X 25 24 10 

March 
  

18,19 
SHOW 

11 X 25 24 X 

April 
  

14 
  

X 15 22 28 14 

May 
  

12 13 20 27 June 2 12 

June 
  

9 10 X X X X 

July X X X X X X 

August X X X X 25 X 

September 
  

8 9 16 23 22 8 

October 
  

13 
  

14 21 28 27 13 

November 
  

10 11 18 X Dec.1 10 

December 
  

2 
Holiday 

9 X X X X 

DAY 2nd FRI 2nd SAT 3rd SAT 4th SAT 4th FRI 2nd FRI 

TIME 8:00 7:30 7:30 7:30 7:30 7:00 

Dates are subject to change: see Bulletin.  
 
College of DuPage (COD) Building K, Room #161 for most meetings. 
 
ESCONI Show March 18-19 in SRC 
 
There will be no Flea Market this year. 
 
No scheduled meetings for Lapidary; contact Don Cronauer for information.  
(Lapidary meets Room #162, Arts Center) 
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